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CONTINUE TO HAVE A CRITICAL CONFERENCE - Check out some of these ACRL presentations:

**THURSDAY**

**The Neoliberal in YOUR Library: Resisting Corporate Solutions to Collection Development**
Room: F149-150, Oregon Convention Center
8:00 AM - 9:00 AM
Speakers: Caro Pinto, Caroline Nappo, Julie Adamo

**From the Individual to the Institution: Exploring the Experiences of Academic Librarians of Color**
Room: E145-146, Oregon Convention Center
10:30 AM - 11:30 AM
Speakers: Juleah Swanson, Azusa Tanaka, Isabel Gonzalez-Smith, Ione Damasco, Dracine Hodges, Todd Honma, Isabel Espinal

**Sharing Strategies for Engaging Students in a Critical Information Literacy Approach to Library Instruction**
Exhibit Hall: Roundtable 16
10:30 AM - 11:30 AM
Moderators: Anne Leonard and Ian Beilin

**Collaboration Amongst Librarians of Color: Creating Communal Networks for Career Advancement**
Exhibit Hall: Roundtable 6
10:30 AM - 11:30 AM
Moderators: Latrice Booker, Kenny Garcia, Tarida Anantachai, Megan Watson, Martha Parker, Althea Lazzaro

**Who knows? A Cultural Wealth Approach to Knowledge Production, Information Literacy and Civic Participation**
Room: Portland Ballroom 252, Oregon Convention Center
3:00 PM - 4:00 PM
Speakers: Kyzyl Fenno-Smith, Kim Morrison, Gretchen Keer, Jeffra Bussmann

**FRIDAY**

**At the Intersection of Diversity and Libraries: Check your Privilege to Build Sustainable Communities**
Room: Portland Ballroom 252, Oregon Convention Center
8:30 AM - 9:30 AM
Speakers: Latanya N. Jenkins, Bethany Tschaep, Ruth Boeder, Fobazi Ettarh
**Contributed Papers 14 (the last of 3 papers in this time slot)**
Room: Portland Ballroom 254, Oregon Convention Center
8:30 AM - 9:30 AM Session Format: Contributed Paper

**Demand-driven Acquisitions: the hegemony of the canon interrupted**
Speaker: Jane Schmidt

**Process, Not Product: Teaching and Assessing the Critical Process of Information Literacy**
Room: C123-124, Oregon Convention Center
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM
Speakers: Jessica Critten, Kevin Seeber

**Subject Perceptions of a Library: Panelling for Assessment**
Room: D135-136
11:20-11:40 AM
Contributed Paper
Speaker: Jacob Berg

**Defining the Nonverbal: Examining Microaggressions and Social Capital**
Room: B117-119, Oregon Convention Center
1:30 PM - 4:30 PM
Speakers: Kiyomi Deards, Charlene Maxey-Harris
Session Format: Workshop, Professional/Staff Development

**Scholarly Communication as a A Tool for Social Justice and Diversity**
Room E 145-146, Oregon Convention Center
4:00 -5:00 pm
Speakers Charlotte Roh, Emily Drabinski, Harrison W. Inefuku
Panel Session

---

**SATURDAY**

**Diversity Means Justice: Growing Grassroots Library Staff Diversity Leaders**
Speakers: Jee-Hyun Davis, Kristen Hogan

**Residency Programs and Demonstrating Commitment to Diversity**
Speakers: Kelly McElroy, Chris Diaz

**Attainment of Academic Library Leadership by Asian Americans: Challenges and Development**
Speaker: Binh Le